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IXP Projects



Why do we need IXPs?

•  IXPs enable local traffic to stay local
•  This increases efficiency of internet traffic and allows 

settlement-free peering rather than paying for transit, 
i.e. reduce cost

•  Allows and encourages content to be accessed 
locally

•  Reduces dependency on critical nation infrastructure
•  Local content business has a higher chance of 

success
•  Can increase knowledge sharing and experience (via 

IXP meetings and mailing lists)
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IXP Bogon List



IXP Bogon List

IXP Bogon list Project with Team Cymru - 
http://www.team-cymru.org/IXP/index.html

Why is this important for networks?

•  IXP addresses should not be reachable from customers & 
connections not associated with the IXP

•  Team Cymru gives users a tool to deny services to these 
prefixes altogether, saving networks from unnecessary risks

•  All IXPs in the IXP database have an option to send their 
prefixes to the IXP Bogon list automatically by ticking a box



IXP Member List 
Schema



IXP Member list Schema
IXP Member list JSON Schema - 
https://github.com/euro-ix/json-schemas
Most IXPs allow members to fetch data in various formats

•  Having the correct IXP data is important
•  IXP Location(s) – where can you connect to the IXP

•  IXP contact details – how to contact the IXP

•  ASNs connected to the IXP & IPs assigned

•  Switch and Route Server info

…and more



IXP Member list Schema

IXP Member list JSON Schema - 
https://github.com/euro-ix/json-schemas 
•  The IXP community is working on a portable JSON output format for member 

lists

•  What does this mean for you?

•  Standard collection of IXP data, in one single format (currently JSON)

•  Help you automate your IXP related work

•  Get up to date IXP information automagically!

Thanks to Nick Hilliard (INEX) and Elisa Jasinska (Netflix)



IXP BCOPs



IXP BCOPs
IXP BCOPs - https://www.euro-ix.net/euro-ix-bcp

•  what’s included:

•  Physical requirements

•  Device configuration

•  Member peering LANs

•  IXP Management

•  IXP Services

•  IXP Website 



IXP Database



IXP Database Project
•  There are many IXP Databases… 



IXP Database

What do we want..
•  A single canonical place for IXP data
•  IXP data maintained by IXPs ensures greater accuracy 
•  Useful for the IXP members to see IXP data in context
•  We want it to be open and plugable so others can use it
•  Develop new tools..



IXP Database



IXP Database

IXPDB API server written using Python / Django,  
which can:

•  get / create / update / delete IXP and Organisation 
objects

•  all interaction is JSON

•  all non-sensitive information will be publically available
•  IXPs will be able to create, update and delete IXPs from 

the databases.



IXP Database

•  We have a proof of concept client to interact with this 
database in Python including unit test code at:  
https://github.com/euro-ix/ixf-client-py

•  The PHP version of this with unit tests also available at: 
https://github.com/euro-ix/ixf-client-php



Tools



Euro-IX Tools

•  IXP Service Matrix - euro-ix.net/tools/ixp_matrix
•  Peering Matrix - euro-ix.net/tools/peering_matrix
•  ASN Search euro-ix.net/tools/asn_search
•  ASN Filter - euro-ix.net/tools/asn_filter
•  Newest ASN entries - euro-ix.net/tools/asn_newest
•  Most common ASNs - euro-ix.net/tools/asn_common



ASN Search Tool



ASN Filter



Peering Matrix



IXP Service Matrix



Twinning Program



Twinning Program
Supporting Exchange Points with the following:

§  Tools

§  Framework for management and business development

§  Assistance following IXP BCOPs

•  Design and engineering help as needed

•  Marketing support

•  Implementing additional services



Twinning is Winning

•  Netnod, twins with 3 IXPs – KINIX, KIXP and MOZ-IX
•  DE-CIX, twins with 2 IXPs – NPIX and TIX

•  LINX, twins with 1 IXP - ZIXP

•  INEX with support from ISOC recently helped build The 
Gambia IXP -> twining, first stages of help:
- Obtain IP addresses and ASN
-  IXP and BGP training

•  France-IX and LyonIX working with ISOC on AXIS 
project, provide training in Francophone countries



Twinning is Winning

Benefits:
•  Expose engineers to problems they may not find in their 

own environment
•  Marketing and commercial kudos
•  Use of standard documentation and training material
•  Encourage IXPs to follow IXP BCOPs
•  Make the internet faster and reliable in twins market
•  Feel good factor, helping out because you can!



IXP Traffic



Traffic during FIFA World Cup
•  Collaboration with RIPE NCC - 

https://labs.ripe.net/Members/emileaben/



The Internet Revealed – IXP Movie

Now available in Arabic, French, Turkish, Spanish, Romanian, 
Portuguese and German, check out ourYoutube channel:  
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCFyucVRAAMzxyJIsxnGwsjw
=> more languages to come, if your interested in translating the 
video, contact us!



Questions?



Thank you!
Bijal Sanghani

bijal at euro-ix dot net
Twitter: @euroix


